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" ABSTRACT . - JI]J
Undk'r laboratory creep furnace conditions, N 350 stainless steel_, :- -
Inconel W, and V-36 were unaffected by I000 hr exposures at 650°I_
and 60 ksi in the presence of sea salt. Salt coated samples of the
titanium alloys, Ti-6A1-4V. and Ti-8A/-IMo-iV, however, were found
to be susceptible to stress corrosion cracking at 650°F and i7.5 ksi
under the _arne creep furnace exposures. The average time to failure
for the latter was about Z40 hr; although two specimens survived the
i000 hr while one failed after only Z3 hr. At 600°F, practically no
deteriorationwas found in the titanium alloys after i000 hours of,ex-
pos ure.
The severe sensitivity of titanium alloys to hot salt in laboratory tests
is not consistent'with it_ reported behavior in service. :To be able to
predict whether or not titanium is safe in specific applications requires _
a better understanding of the mechanism of hot salt stress corrosion
cracking. Two expeziinental techniques haw been-clevel-oped for study-
lag this phenomenon. The first of these used an elevated temperature
oxygen concentration cell in which a salt bridge connected an air exposed
.......... fitanium sample with a stressed one held at a reduced pressure. By
this method, it was possi_b_e to measure the electrochemical characteristics
of the corrosion. To supplement this, a tensile hot stage was used which
made it possible to correlate the mobility of corrosion products with the
cr_acking behavior. : , .
On _he basis of these observatioE._s, the following tentative mechanism for
hot dry salt stress corrosion is proposed. The salt first dissolves the
protective oxide layer on the titanium after which the salt reacts with the__-
exposed metal to form a primary corrosion product. This primary prod-
uct r_acts with either oxygen or the water vapor in air to form a second
solid which has a high rate of surface diffusion. The latter causes crack-
ing as it creeps over the stressed meta_ surface.
k
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?CONCLUSIONS _
PART I SURVEY OF CANDIDATE MACH III SKIN MATERIALS
i. Under laboratory creep conditions, i.e., stagnant air and free _
of vibrations, the following alloys show no deteriorat;_on_as a
result of i000 hr exposures at 650 F, at ei_h.._r40 or 60 ksi in
: the presence of sea-salt: AM 350 20_o reduced_aged 3 hr at 825°F;O •
AM 350 20% reducedlaged 3 hr at 950 F_ AM 350 i5% reduced_
aged 3 hr at 825°F; AM 350 45% reduced_aged 3 hr at 950°F; In-
conel W 65% reduced, and V-36 30°/sreduced. = i
J
g. On exposure for i000 hr _t 850°F and 40 ksi, the two super-alloys _
InconelW 65% reduced, and V-36 30% reduced, suffered some
•propert 7loss. The embrittl_nent, however, was found to result
from a sensitivitytc the stress_'concentrators and was not related ,.
= to the presence of sea-salt.
3. _he titanium alloys, Ti-6A/-4V and Ti-SAI-iMo-IV, were found
to be generaUy incapable of supporting stresses of 17.5 ksi for
- - ' O
the 1000 hr exposure period at 650 F in the presence of sea-salt.
4. "_'empe_ature is a most important variable in stress corrosionO
crzckm_ of titanium. At 600 F, the two titanium alloys exhibited
!i_tle :Jeterioration on exposure for 1000 hr at Z5 ksi in the presence
_f sea-salt exposures, although some emb:rittlement was found in
longitudinal Samples of Ti-6AI-4V. : _
5. Stress level also contributes to the rate of stress corrosion crack-
ing of Ti-6AI-4V and l'i-8Al-IMo-iV. (The intimacy of contact
of salt with the metal surfaces may be found to be more important
than stress, however, and pe_rhaps even more important than
temperature. )
PART I/ - MECHANISM OF STRESS COSSOSION CRACKING
IN TITANIUM ALLOYS
A number of experimental techniques have been applied to determining
the mechanism of titariium=hot salt s.tresscorrosion cracking. On the
basis ol these, the following observations were made:
ii
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i. Sodium chloride, ASTM salt (7 parts NaC1 to one part MgC12),
and sea-salt have significant conductivities at ele'rated tempera-
tures, e.g., at temperatures in excess of 550°F, Tile cor-
rosivity of the salts appears to be in order of their conductivity,
NaC1 being the least harmfal and sea-salt being the m,_st
destr active.
Z. Cracking occurs with heavy salt layers at *.he salt-:netal-air
interface.
3. Supplying an external voltage across the dry-salt layer on _
stressed titanium influences the time to failure _nd changer, the _
position o£ crack initiation.
4. -Slight differences ir_ the availability of oxygen to salt covered ._
titanium surfacec produce potential differences between oxygen
deficient and air exposed areas.
5. It appears necessary to maintain intimate contact between the
titanium and salt to cause corrosion. Vibrations that occur ih
service may prevent such contact and hence avoid stress corrosion
cracking.
6. It is possible to generate the primary corrosion product at an
elevatod temperature and then produce cracking on subsequent
room temperature storage under stress. If the corrosion
product is washed off, cracking does not occur on subsequent
storage. Possibly a secondary reaction that produces hydrogen
and hence hydrogen embrittlement may be the cause of'cracking.
7. The primary corrosion product does not cause cracking, or
possibly even severe pitting in titanium. A/though this product
has not been identified, it reacts with water evolving a ga.s.
Titanium monoxide which has been identified as a corrosion
product (in only trace amounts) would react with water to evolve
hydrogen, although hydrolysis of titanium chloride would also
account for the observations. _._i
111
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8. A secondary product forms from the primary one presum-
_ ably by a reaction with oxygen or water-vapor in the air.
,_- = 9. Cracking appears to result during the formation of a secondary
r reaction product which is a solid that does not react with water.
= 10. The only reaction products identified by X-ray analysis are oxides
_ of titanium and sodium chloride.
In summarizing these observations, the following tentative mechanism
for hot-dry suit stress corrosion cracking of titanium is proposed:
A pri_nary corrosion product is formed at the salt-titanium interface
J by the action of an oxygen concentration cell. This primary product
reacts with oxygen or water-vapor in the air to form a secondary product
which is a sc#lidand causes cracking as it diffuses:ever the metal
: s urfac e.
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INTRODUCTION
Because of the need for the greatest possible load carrying capacity7
; per unit of weight, materials for the skin of supersonic transports
i must be used at the highest strength levels attainable for the par-
ticular class of alloys. In general, this requirement increases the
susceptibility for stress corrosion cracking. Coupled with this is
i tl, e need for long service life (30,000 hours), the ability to withstando
_. thermal excursions from below 0 to 600 _', and resistance to corrosion
in marine environments typical of airports near the ocean. Among the
- numerous material problems a_sociated with this service requirement
- is a need for information on stress-corrosion cracking of the candidate
F
"<' materials, especially near the upper limit of this temperature range.
_.:, The corroding medium of most concern is the sea-salt that is expected
_'_ to accumulate on the aircraft because of the airport locations (I - 3) .
., Three classes of materials were used it,this study: (a) AM 350
e
series of stainless steels, (b) cold reduced superalloys (nickel and
-_ cobalt base), and (c) titanium base alloys.
_, The project was carried out as two reasonably independent phases.
"- The first dealt with a creep exposure survey of the above listed materials.
" This portion of the work revealed that the titanium alloys, Ti-6AI-IV
'- and Ti-8Al-iMo-iV, were more susceptible to stress corrosion cracking
_ in the presence of hot dry sea-salt (under laboratory testing conditions)
_' than had previously been reported (4), Fig. 1. Other than its sensitivity
to cracking in the presence of hot dry salt, the titanium alloys appeared
_ to be the most promising of the candidate materials for the parts of the
skin that do not become excessively hot. Consequently, it is essential to
_' develop a better understanding of the mechanism of titanium hot dry salt
, stress corrosion cracking, and particularly to detern_ine whether or not
the severe cracking observed in laboratory tests under an essentially
._ stagnant atmosphere is equivalent to service behaviors. Under actual
i. service exposures, such variables as a moving air stream, variable pres-sure, and vibrations may either retard or accelerate. This mechanism
study is discussed in Part II of this report.
i *
_, Numbers in parentheses refer to
' references at the end of this report.
g
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• PART I
1 SURVEY OF CANDIDATE SST SKIN MATERIALS
A screening program was undertaken to evaluate the susceptibility of
candidate materials to stress corrosion cracking in the presence of hot
dry salt. The screening process consisted of exposing salt coated
notched and smooth tensile samples to stress at an elevated temperature
for times of i000 hr, or less if failure occurred during exposure. The
• O
samples that survived exposure were tt:en tested at b50 F, room tem-
perature, and - t i0°F, and the results compared with similar data on
air expoued samples to evaluate the effect of the added dry salt.
MATEItIALS AND TEST PROCEDURE
Materials
The materials used in the program were:
Stainless Steels AM 350 20% reduced, aged at 8Z5°F, 3 hr
20_/0 reduced, aged at 950°F, 3 hr
AM 350 45% reduced, aged at 82.5°F, 3 hr
Super alloys Inconel W 65_0 reduced
I V-36 30_/0reduced
Titanium alloys Ti-6AI-4V annealed
T i-8AI- IMo- iV annealed
!
The materials were all suppl_ed as sheets, norninally Z5 mils thick, except
for the Ti-8AI-IMo-IV, which was approximately 20 n_ils. Their smooth
tensile properties in the unexposed condition are showr[ in Table I.
Specimen_Preparatio n
The sheets were sheared into the appropriate size coupons, and subse-
quently machined into ASTM edge notched or smooth _pecimens with the !
dimensions shown in Fig. Z. The notch radius of each sample was _:;
measured at 500 X, and all samples used for the expo_are study had nctch I
radii equal to approximately 0. 0002.5 in.
.2.. i
li,
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_' The machined san_ples were washed in acetone to remove organic
_ material, and were then thoroughly cleaned with A1conox in distilled
_ water. GeneraLly the specimens were allowed to soak in the Alconox
_ solution for a few hours untilwater wet the surface with an essentially
_" zero contact angle. After rinsing in distilledw_ter and rewashing
with acetone, the samples were dried and ready for salt coating.g
_ The salt was obtained by evaporating natural sea wzter to a thick
.: slurry which ts applied to the specimens and then the excess water
z
evaporated until only dry sea-salt remained on the samples. When
coating notched specimens, care was taken to force the salt down into
the base of the notch. A few of the notch samples were first coated on6
only one side a_d dried, _fter which they were examined from the reverse
i_ side to be certain that the sai_ was in contact with the notch bottom.
_: After coating_ the specimens were loaded into the creep furnace stands.
,_; Three to six samples were placed in _eries, heated to the exposure
ten_perature, and then loaded to the proper stress.
E_u_.qure and Testing Procedure
': Both longitudinal ae.dtransverse specimens of a11 of the above listed can-
didate materials were exposed for I000 hr unless failure occurred sooner.
( Initial/y,the exposure conditions were 650°F and 40 ksi for the super
_t
alloys and stainless steel,"and Z5 ksi for the titanium alloys. Both
_ temperature and stress were subsequently increased for the super alloys
and stainless steels until some property deterioration became apparent.
For the titanium alloys, on the other hand, the initial exposure of Z5 ksi
and 650°F was found to be too severe, and subsequent tests were made
'- at lower temperatuzes
: Samples o_ each series that survived exposure were tensile tested at k
650c¥, 75°F, and -li0°F. The results were presented as notch-strength,
_ and i%otch-strengh-ratio as a function of testing temperature for notch bars,
and as tensile 0tcength, yield strength and percent elongation vs. testing
temperature for smooth bal.s. Test samples were not remachined after
_ exposure, i.e., notched exposure _amples were used for notch testing,
_i etc. Property degradation was evaluated by comparing the salt exposure
d_tta with similar data obtained on air exposed sample.
:_ -3-
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Since the salt. exposed titanium samples did not fracture across the
notch plane where the stress was highest, a study was also made of
the effect of exposure stress on this material at 650°F. For this
test series, bend samples were used, and the stress levels varied
from 0 to 40 ksi. The coupons were washed in the usual manner
and then mounted on special bend racks, shown in Fig. 3. Unlike
the creep exposure samples, the bend samples were stressed before
the salt slurry was applied. After a bead of the slurry was dried on
the center of the coupons, the racks were placed in a stainless steel
box in order to attain a stagnant air atmosphere similar to that used
in creep exposure. The exposure time was held constant at 100 hours.
At the end of the exposure, the specimens were removed and machined
to tensile samples for room temperature testing.
EXPOSURE RESULTS
Much of the air exposure data that was used for comparison with the
salt exposed samples were taken from References (5) (6). In all cases,
aamples used for salt and air exposure were taken from the same heat.
The notch-tensile strength of all samples that withstood the exposure
are summarized in Table II.
Stainless Steels
Exposure to 40 ksi at 650°F for 1000 hr in the presence of h_avy coats
of sea-salt did not affect AM 350 stainless steels, Z0 and 45% reduced,
aged at 825°F or 30% reduced and aged at 950°F for 3hr, Figs. 4
and 5.
To evaluate the influence of a higher stress, AM 350, Z0% reduced,
aged at 825 ° and at 950°F, were exposed under the same conditions
of temperature, time and salt coating to 60 ksi. As shown in Fig. 6,
no property loss resulted from the higher load sea-salt exposure.
Super Alloys i!
Comparison of the super alloys after dr), sea-salt and air exposure ,;,
to 40 ksi, i000 hr, and 650°F showed that both Inconel W and the
cobalt base alloy V-36 were unaffected by heavy salt coatings, Fig. 7. }
Increasing the exposure stress to 60 ks_ did not damage Inconel W,
•S
- 4 - :_
_,. • , - , _ .................... m • -lltm
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Fig. 8. On the other hand, 40 ksi and i00 hr salt exposure was
damaging to the notch strength at 850°F, especially in the transverse
direction, Fig. 9.
In ozder to dctermine whether the reduction in properties was due to
the salt or merely to the increase in exposure temperature, both
smooth and notched specimens were exposed to the same conditions
in the absence of sea-salt. These test results are added to Fig. 9a.
The air exposure tests indicated that the notch property lcsses were
caused by the increased exposure temperature and could not be related
! to surface effects produced by the salt.
The results of exposing V-36 to dry sea-salt at 850°F and 40 ksi0 Fig.
:.: 9b, were similar to those encountered with Inconel W. Again, the
notch properties of the alloy were reduced as a result of the higher
hl
temperature creep exposure.
All of the notched stainless and super alloy samples fractured at the
notch bottom. The steel and cobalt base alloys were stained by the
salt layer, but the Inccnel W was not, Fig. i0.
Titanium Alloys
r
Effect of exposure temperature - Salt coated longitudinal
and transverse notched specimens of the titanium alloys Ti-6A1-4V
and Ti-8Al-iMo-lV were exposed at 650°F and 25 ksi. The planned
exposure time w&s i000 hours; however, most of the samples failed :
during exposure, and those that survived suffered serious property
deterioration in subsequent tensile testing. Failures occurred any-
where from 23 to 975 hr of exposure, Table III. Although two trans-
verse sarnples of Ti-8A1-iMo-iV survived the exposure, one failed
in 99 hours.
i
.i
Surprisingly, fracture did not occur in the plane of the notch bottom
i_ where the nominal stress was Z5 ksi (neglecting the stress concen-
trator of the 0.00025 inch radius notch). Instead failures occurred
near the edge of the applied ,_,_lt layer, Fig. it, where the _tress was
I only 70 perce_.t of its maximum nominal value, i.e. i7. 5 ksL This
sensitivityto cracking in the presence of sea-salt was greater ',han!
I that reported for NaCI exposure (see Fig. i).
,_! - 5 -
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On finding the severe susceptibility of the two titanium alloys to
stress corrosion cracking, lower exposure temperatures were used
to ascertain whether or not a threshold temperature existed for
cracking at 25 ksi and 1000 hr.
Exposure studies were carried out for T__-6A1-4V at 450, 500 and 600°F
and on Ti-8AI-iMo-iV at 500, 550 and 600°F for i000 hr at 2.5 ksi. Ir--
The post-exposure notch strengths of the alloys were compared with
unexposed and 650°F air exposed data published by Syracuse University
(5), and the Lewis Research Center (6), Fig. i2. The notch strengths
of the salt exposed samples lie within the scatter band of the unexposed
and air exposed specimens indicating that there is no exnbrittlement at
600°F and below for the stated stress and time.
Smooth samples o_ both allo;s were also exposed at 600°5 " for i000 hours
at 25 ksi, Table IV and Fig. i5. The tensile properties of Ti-6A1-4V
were not affe:ted by the cxposure. (The tensile and yield strenRths were
lower and the elongation higher than _hat reported by Syracuse, but con-
sistent with tensile data collected on unexposed samples at this laboratory,
as shown in Fig. 13.)
Unlik e the T_ - 6A1- 4V, the longitudinal sa lpl e s of Ti- 8A1- iMo- i V suffe r-
ed a severe loss in 'annotched ductility after the 600°F exposure. This
loss was not reflected in either the smooth tensile, yield, or in the notch
str ength s.
Effec_ of exposure stress .- To evaluate the effect of stress,
bend samples rather than tensile specimens were used in order to con-
serve creep capacity. Stainless steel racks of the type shown in Fig. 3
were made to provide four point loading of strip samples. The racks
were designc'd to produce loads between 0 and 40 ksi. Each rack was
calibrated _,t room temperature using _oll strain gages on the tension
and compression sides o_ titanium alloy samples.
The edge of the salt coating applied to the 600°F _xIJosure
samples was made to coincide with the plane of the notch i J'
bottom in order to encourage cracking at this location. _,
For the other samples, the salt was placed symmetrically
about the notch. ,_
!'!
i
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The loaded specimen racks were placed in a stainless steel box for
100 hour exposures at 650°F. The box was used to more closely
d,.plicate t},e stagnant atmosphere in a creep furnace. Tensile
spe:imens of the type shown in Fig. 3 were machined from the ex-
posed samples. The reduction in specimen width by machining
assured the final testing of an area which had been subjected to a
uniform stress during exposure. ,,
Nn failures occurred in the course of the 100 hr exposures, although i
._ign_,ficant property deterioration did result, Table V and Fig. 14 and
15. Longitudinal samples of Ti-6A1-4V were only moderately _,
damaged, but transverse samples suffered s_,iott_ prop_ rty losses
in tensile strength and ductility. Ti-8A1- IMo- 1V was seriously
damaged in both longitudinal and transverse directions, Fig. 15.
It is apparent from these results that stress is a significant facto:
in increas_.ng al'oy susceptibility, and if a threshold stress exists, _"
it must be less than 10 ksi for the time and temperature selected.
Since stress is an important variable, one would not expect the "
notch samples to fail at the edge of the salt layer, but at the plane -i
of the notch bottom. Apparently the chemical reactions occurring
at the salt-metal-air interface are capable of overriding the stress
effect. "!
Further, on the basis of the creep exposure studies, one would have i"
expected complete fracturing within the 100 hr for these bend speci- -_
mens. The fact that this did not occur may be attributable to the J
fan mo_.or being attached to the furnace in v, hich these samples were !
exposed. This caused a modest vibration and salt was less adherent ,.
at the end of the test than was the case in creep _esting.
i
i
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-. PART II
i
i! MECHANISM OF STRESS CORROSION CRACKING IN TITANIUM ALLOYS
;! The severe sensitivity of titanium alloys to hot salt in laboratory tests
is not consistent with its reported behavior in service. To be able to!
predict whether or not titanium is safe in specific applications requires
:_ a better understanding of the mechanism of hot salt stress corrosioni
:i cracking. This will not only lead to a more effective usage of the
I alloys but might also provide means for preventing or protecting
;i against failures.
¢
; Because of tile apparently conflicting statements that have been made
.. on the elevated tempersture stress corrosion cracking of titanium _
alloys, studies carried out prior to this one are reviewed in chrono-
logical order in the appendix to this report. The conclusions most
: pertinent to the study are reviewed below.
EXPERIMENTAL STUDIES ON STRESS- CORROSION CRACKING
Reactants Necessary for Corrosion to Occur
General corrosion will take place with titanium and titanium alloys
in the presence of hot,dry, alkali halides (7). The interaction of
dry salt with titanium, however, requ_.res a third ingredient (7) (4)
(8) which can be oxygen or certain acidic oxides. Sodium chloride,
for example, will react with titanium or titaniurr, alloys in air to pro-
duce a corrosion product which is generally black, but the same
product may be produced if/1_O 3 is m;xed with the salt and oxygen
is excluded. Varying the partial pressure of oxygen from one-fifth
to one atmosphere is not a significant variable in the general cor-
rosion (8) and in stress corrosion cracking, failures may occur at
pressures as low as i0 microns (9).
One percent chlorine in an ambient atmosphere will produce cracking
in a hot dry system (8). Water vapor and hydrogen chloride do not
affect elevated tempersture general corrosion (7), but their role is
not yet clear in stress corrosion cracking.
"2
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Reaction Products and Reactions
The only reaction products that have been positively identified, and
which were produced at temperatures from 600 to 800°F, are sodium
chloride and oxides of titanium, although the presence of a small
amount of chlorine and chlorides has been theorized. (ARF reported
TiC1Z when t.ae eutectic mixture LiCI-KC1 was used. ) Sodiam chloride
may occur in the corrosion product either from diffusion or from chemi-
cal reactions via intermediate corrosion products. The final product
generally includes a black substance which reacts with water vapor on
cooling to form an acidic solution while giving off a gas. The following
reactions would account for this behavior (8).
(1} TiC._ Z + (x+l} H20 = TiO. xH20 + Z HC1
(2) Tit) + (x+l) H20 = TiO2. xH20 = H 2
The overall reaction involves the oxidation of Ti to form TiOz, Ti203
and TiO (8) (10). Prior to the above reactions with the water vapor,
titanium dioxide constitutes the bulk of the reaction product with the
monoxide present in only trace amounts. The possible reactions and
the corresponding free energies as a function of temperature are plotted
in Figures 16, 17, 18, t9 and Z0.
Physical Metallurgical and Chemical Effects
General corrosion is known to occur much faster in a fused salt system
than in dry salt (tl - 14) and it has been suggested that at dry salt tem-
peratures, a liquid consisting of low melting chlorides exists at the
interface between the salt and metal surfaces, and that the amount of
corrosion is proportional to the amount of fused salt present (t5).
:t_rotective oxide films disperse into the overlying chloride salts ( olid
or liquid) to expose fresh surfaces to the effects of oxygen.
In order for corrosion to occur, there must be physical contact between
the salt and the metal (7). Furthermore, corrosion products normally
develop radially about the applied salt and their pattern is not influenced
by air velocity. Attempts to produce eccentric patterns by passing air
over corroding surfaces failed tc do so, :ndicating that the reaction
does ,lot involve a gaseous attacking agent.
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Service exposures are reported to be less severe than laboratory
l' creep exposures (16) to the same conditions of stress and tempera-
lure in the presence of salt_ indicating that moving air and/or vibra-
'_ lions and/or the amount of salt present may be important factors in
controlling stress c-)rrosion cracking.
Alloying elements are important in establishing sensitivity to cracking
as shown by survey work done at Langley Research Center (17) and
Douglas Aircraft Company (18). The following order of susceptibility
has been indicated: Ti-4A1-3Mo-iV, Ti-iBV-iiCr-3A1, Ti-6AI-4V,
Ti-8A1 1Mo-lV, and Ti-5AI-Z. 5Sn.
STRESS CORROSION CRACKING THEORIES
On the basis of the experir_ents discussed above, several cracking
mechanisms have been hypothesized. These may be categorized by
the phase believed to be the attacking agent; all three phases, i. e. ,
solid, liquid and gas, have been proposed.
Solid Chloride Salt Attack
Two mechanisms for cracking have been proposed in which the salt
or reaction products may be solids. The f_.rst of these is an extension
of the pyrosol formation proposed by M. E. Straumanis to explain em-
brittlement of titanium in the presence ._f fused halides. He suggests
that oxygen may dissolve in the solid salt much as is the case for fused
salt (i9). The oxyger= then migrates to the salt-metal interface and
diffuses into the metal lattice which is expanded causing a reduction
in its fracture stress.
In the second of the proposed mechanisms, the dry or hydrated sait
serves as an electrolyte in an oxygen concentration cell with the tip
of the crack being anodic to the metal surface or crack sides because
of an ox3,gen deficiency at the crack bottom (Z0). For such a cell to
remain operative, it is necessary for the electrolyte to remain in
contact with the crack tip. Completio_ o_ the salt bridge (between
anodic and cathodic surfaces) may be explained by (a) the fact that
the corrosion products have a larger volume than the salt and hence , ""
are forced into the crack or (b) the salt or reaction products may !
have a high rate of surface diffusion and hence is able to creep along _
the walls of the developing c rack. lh!.
I'
-tO- :_"
Fused Chloride Attack
Both of the above mechau':sms would be operative iu a fused chloride
system. The liquid phase would occur because of the suppression
of tbe melting point of the salt layer adjacent to the metal surface
due to the formation of eutectic mixtures of sodium and titanium
;: chlorides. A corrosion ce!l involving a low melting rcacticn pre-
duct that served as electrolyte was proposed by Crossley (i5).
_, Gaseous Attack
The theory that chlorine or some other volatile product is formed
: which rea'cts directly with free titanium has been advanced in order
: to explain why stagnant air conditions seem to be more severe than
: moving air environments. The chlorine that is assumed to attack
the grain boundaries is thought to be generated in the course of
.- general corrosion.
PRELLMINARY STUDY OF ELECTROCHEMICAL CHARACTERISTICS
_- OF STRESS CORROSION CRACKING
/
At the time that this project was undertaken the two most commonly
discussed mechanisms for cracking ,.-sere (a) the result of a gaseous
: attack and (b) the result of an oxygen concentration cell in which the
crack tip _-as anodic to its sides. If the behavior were electrochemi-.
cal, it is necessary (a)that the dry salt (or its liquid reaction product)
be electrically conductive. (b) that the cracking pattern be influenced by
the application of an externally supplied vol.tage, and (c) that differential
; aeration would create a potential difference sufficient to maintain a
_ deleterious current density. T_+ ......... er_........ d,_ to see ,f "'_,,,.o,...... .. _._u:r_"o-
_. ,,,_nts were satisfied. Additionally, some other experiments were
carried out to study effects associated w_th electrochemical phenomena,
:(
Conductivity Measurement_ of Dry Salt
,). Conductivity measurements were made as a function of temperature on
three salts, The purpose of this was to determine whether or not dry
sea-salt had a measurable conductivity in the vic:nity of 600°F and also
:_ to compare the conductivity of natural sea-salt with synthetic (ASTM)
i sea-salt and sodium chloride as used by other investigators.
\
_: ii -
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! The conductivity cells consisted of a porcelain tube (3/8 in. long by
3/4 in. ID), and two discs of alloy separated by about 0. i in. of salt,
i Fig. Zt.. Short bursts of dc current in the 0 to 50 _a range'_ere used
• i to calculate the resistivity of tl=e salt. Care was taken not to introduce
I any significant polarization of the cell by reversing the current each
t:em. The time of each run was controlled so that it took 50 minutes
:! to bring the conductivity cells from room temperature to J 300°F.
Standardizing of the time compensated for the temperature lag of the
i_i inner part of the cell, as well as any changes that might have occurred
in the chemical composition of the salt in the heating process such as
the loss of water or the diffusion of electrode oxide into the salt. Both
I V-36 and Ti 6A1-4V elcctrodes were used. The conductivities measured
_ using the titanium electrodes with the sea-salt and ASTM salt were lower
than those measured using the V-36 electrodes, Fig. 2Z.
It was found that sea-salt is considerably more conductive than either
ASTM salt (7 parts NaC1 to one part MgC1z) or NaC1, the latter being :
: the least conductive of the three.
B ,'
In order to achieve a conductivity in ASTM salt comparable to that
found in sea-salt at 650°F, the ASTM mixture must be heated to 725°F
while the pure NaC1 had to be heated to about 900°F. These tempera- ,
ture-conductivity-d_fferences might account for the differences zn the
vario-s salt exposed tPusile results that have been reported.
Effect of Anodic and Cathodic Currents on Hot Dry Salt Samples
If cracking occurred at the edge of the salt layer rather than at the
notch bottom because of the unique electrochemical characteristics
at this location, it should be possible to move the fracture position
_.n notched samples by developing a more uniform current flow through
the entire salt coating. Hence, transverse samples of Ti-6A1-4V were
exposed in which the applied salt layers were covered with titanium
electrodes as shown in Fig. 23. Two samples were tested in this
fashion. In both cases, approximately 20 _a of current pel square
itch was passed -- in one case using the sample as the anode and the
other as the cathode. Both samples fractured near the plane of the ?
notch bottom, as shown in Fig. _4, after very short exposure times.
When the sample was made the anode, fracture occurred after t9.6 hr. :.
and when it was the cathode, i_ occurred after 4.9 hr.
- iZ- i
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Effect of Differential Aeration on the Formation of an emf
A bend sample was submerged in a dry salt mixture containing 7 parts
NaC1 to I part MgC12 in an apparatus of the type shown schematically
in Fig. 25. An unstressed coupon was then placed on top of the salt
bed so that air was more accessible to it than to the buried 3pecimen.
The two samples were then connected with a nickel wire so that any
potential difference which might result on heating could be measured.
The difference in available oxygen did indeed create an emf between
the two samples, and the voltage develcped was proportional to th'e
4o
temperature of the apparatus. At 73_ F, a potential of 0.25v was
; measured with a flow of electrons to the unstressed, air exposed mem-
bers indicating that an oxygen concentration cell was possible in titanium
salt corrosion.
After this experiment was repeated three times, a fourth experiment
was run in which a piece of porous alumina satureated with salt, was
placed between the two samples. This experiment was performed to
see if a salt bridge could be ma_'ained through a rigid member. The
reason for the latter studies is discussed below.
CONTROLLED ATMOSPHERE EXPERIMENTS
Having shown that dry salts have measurable couductivity, that oxygen
, concentration cells can occur in a titanium-sale system, and the location
, of the fracture coul:l be altered by an applied voltage, an apparatus was
designed to carry out a more detailed study of the role of galvanic action
and of oxygen in stress corrosion cracking.
' Design
An apparatus was designed so that two stressed samples could be placed
inside a test chambei in identical a_mospheres, both specimens being in
contact with one end of a salt bridge. The bridge extends from the inside
• ' of the chamber to the outside where physical contact of the salt is made
with another air-exposed sample, Fig. 26. In the course of a test, a
i nicke_ wire connects one of the _nside samples to the outside one so that
the two form a closed circuit through the salt bridge_ The inside neighbor-
ing, uncoupled sampJe serves as a control.
0 -13-
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The chamber was constructed so that the inside could either be
evacuated or filled with a given atmosphere while the outside sample
was exposed to air. In order to achieve a reasonable vacuum within
the cylinder, _n alundum tube was glazed except for a small section,
Fig. 27, which was saturated with salt. This salt-filled porous
section served as the ionic bridge between the inner and outer samples.
Two flanged pyrex fittings were then attached to the ends of the alundum
tube with an epoxy cement. The juncture was then covered with a
silicone rubber compound to assu-e a vacuum tight seal. A photograph
of the equipment is shown in Fig. 28.
When the chamber was evacuated, the insid_ coupled member, the salt
bridge and the outside air exposed piece of titanium form an oxygen
concentratio_ cell that should simulate the oxygen deficient region (a)
at the tip of a crack or (b) underneath a salt covered area.
Sea-Salt Experiment s
Prior to performing the salt bridge tests with the alundum tube, a con°
trol experiment was run using a nonporous pyrex tube. Two samples, O
stressed to 120ksi, were exposed to a pressure of 4microns at 650 F
for 100 hr. in the presence of sea-salt within the glass system. The _
purpose for this experiment was to reaffirm the need for oxygen in the
corrosion reaction. At the end of the test, both samples were only
slightly tarnished and showed no deterioration in tensile properties or
ductility in subsequent tensile tests.
In the first series of experiments using the alundum tube with the salt
bridge, the bend samples were placed in the apparatus in the manner
described above, i. e. , two identical bend samples in contact with th£
salt, one sample serving as a control and the other connected elec-
trically to the outside sample. In every case, when the assembly was
heated to 650°F, a potential developed with a flow of electrons from the
inside to the outside indicating that the oxygen deficient samples were
anodic to the outside coupon; The probable reactions were the oxidation
of titanium inside the chamber, i. e. , Ti-_ Ti l2 e; _nd on the outside,
where air is present, the reduction of oxygen, 1/20 Z + 2 e-_-O = _.
The primary purpose of these tests was to demonstrate that when a
stressed sample was connected electrically to the outside sample
- 14-
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that it would crack, despite its evacuated environment, whereas the
control sample, placed adjacent to the coupled sample in an identical
environment would either not ,':rack or at least show considerably less
6eterioration. Fig. 29 shows this difference between the coupled and
uncoupled samples on removal from the corrosion cell.
The test as discussed above was repeated six times with reasonable
success, and after this series the equipment was modified to make it
possible to collect data on corrosion emf's and currents. The changes
included the introduction of a flat section on the alundum tube, a vari-
ation in corrosion time, an internal heater, and a shorter salt bridge.
The modified equipment did not yield consistent test results in that the
coupled samples were not necessurily damaged more than the uncoupled
ones. The cause for this was attributed to the high impedence of the
salt bridge (10 to 20 megohms_ and the fact that the pressure where the
bend samples contacted the salt was considerable higher than that
measured at the two ends of the cell. The high impedence limited the
current flow even though an appreciable emf (0. 25 to 0.35 volts}
developed so that the additional corrosion of the coupled sample due
to external coupling was modest. Further, the higher-.Chart-measured
pressure supplied sufficient oxygen for the uncoupled sample to corrode
at a rate that was not much different from the coupled one.
The fact that corrosion is being controlled by local cells within the
' chamber rather than by current passage between the inside and out-
' side air exposed sample can be shown by calculating the amount of
corrosion product associated with the measured currents. Assuming
a total measured corrosion current of 10_ta-hours {a typical current
volume) the -weight of the corrosion product car_ be calculated according to
Faraday's law as:
ItM
W =
nF
where
W = weight in gm
I = current in amperes
• t = time in seconds
M = atomic weight
n = change in valence of the metal
F = 96,500 coulombs
I
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The total weight of reacted metal, if it is assumed that titanium is WE
basically the element going into the 1 _action, is about 9 x t0-6gm.
If the corrosion product were TIC12 , it would decompose on exposure
to air and would form TiO and/or TiO_. The total weight of product,/+
if TiO were the end p_oduct, for example, would be only approximately
2 x 10-6gin. per sq. cm. The actual amount of corrosion product was
many times this amount.
To avoid these problems, a dry salt was needed that had a higher con-
ductivity than sea-salt. Ideally, it was also to have some character-
istic that would make it possible to ,note effectively saturate the porous
alundum so a._ tn reduce the leak rate through the salt bridge. The
lithium chloride-potassium chloride eutectic composition (53 w/o KC1 -
47 w/o LiC1) was chosen for this purpose.
Lithium- Pota s siurn Chlo ride Expe rim ent s
Both sea-salt and the above salt combination are primarily mixtures
of alka!i chlorides; however, the dry lithium-potassium chloride salt
is about two orders of magnitude more conductive than dry sea-salt.
Because of this additional conductivity, the current flow in the oxygen
concentration ceil and its effect on corrosion rates could be more easily
studied. Further, the eutectic mixture had a much lower melting point
than sea-salt, so that by super-heating the alundum prior to running
the tests the salt was partially fused in the alumina pores which lowered
the air leak rate through the salt bridge.
Early in the testing program it was necessary to evaluate the ability
of alumina saturated with the lithium-potassium chloride mixture to
prevent air pa:,sage in the cell. This was done by comparing the cor-
rosion characteristic of samples exposed in a glass chamber with those
exposed in the alumina chamber (see Test Nos. ! and 2 in Table VI).
Two bend samples (80 ksi) were placed on a salt encrusted piece of
alumina inside of an evacuated p)_rex tube for five hours. The tempera-
ture of one sample averaged 635-F and the other 650°F, and the ex-
posure pressure was five microns. When these samples were removed
at the completion of the test, their surfaces were completely untarnished. :,
In the comparative test, two similarly bent samples were placed in con- .+
tact with the salt bridge of the alumina tube. In this case, the exposure
temperatures were 64i au.d 651°F. The exposure time was 15.8 hours ._
and the pressure measured at the two ends of the chamber was 7 x l0 "4 :'
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millimeters Hg. Although both of these samples were not ,_racked
on remov.A from the test chamber, they cracked shortly thereafter
._ on exposure to air. Apparently the meazured pressure of the two
, ends of the corrosion chamber is considerably lowcr than that
immediately inside the salt bridge.
_' The fact that the samp_s were not broken on removal from the
chamber but did fail within approximately twel, ty minutes after
_._ having coolded to room temperature implies that stress corrosion
cracking occurs in several steps. The first stage involves the
_: generation of a primary corrosion produce which requires the
" presence of a salt electrolyte. The second stage involves the re-
_:i: action of this initial product with some component of the air
,_ (presumably oxygen or water vapor). Cracking$, then occurs either
r; as a part of the reaction in which water vapor and/or oxygen enter
_ as reactants or, as a subsequent effect of the formation of the second-
ary product. On the basis of this result, two additional series of¢
_. samples (experiments 3 and 4 in Table VI) were exposed 15. 5 and
i4.5 hours at 050and 620°F, again at a low pressure of 7 x 10 -4.
I Again on removing these specimens from the test chamber, they
._ were found to be uncracked, but, again, these failed within twent_
.' minutes after being held at room temperature in the test rack,
* These results indicate that under the exposure conditions of tests 2,
3 and 4, enough air is available within the chamber to develop the
primary corrosion product at such a high rate that the addition of
, coupling to the ,utside air is not noticeable.
i': Separation of Primary Corrosion From Cracking.
" In an attempt to illustrate that cracking and the formation of primary
corrosion product are two separate processe_, Test No. 5 in Table VI\
: was conducted. A reasonably high pressure (5 x 10 -2 millimeters mer-
O
" cury)and temperature (655 F) were used to guarantee a significant
amount of corrosion. After 13.5 hours of expc'ure, these samples
:! were removed from the test chamber and one sample was rinsed with
distilled water while both samples were under stress. After a fcw
minutes the unwashed specimen cracked while the clean sample ex-
_i hibited no property loss even after being held in the bend fixture for
an additional twenty-four hour s.
.j
_, • The tendency to crack on subsequent air exposures also was¢
t_ noted in the use of sea--salt.
_ 17 -
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The reactio1_ hat causes cracking after theinit'al exposure can also
occur in a reduced atmosphere. To demonstr_,e this, Test No. 6
was conducted under exposure, conditions similaz to Test __les. 3 and
4 excepting at a much higher pressure (6 x i0 -2, instead of 7 _: i0-4).
After twelve hours of exposure bcth of these sa_,ples cracked indicating
that the secondary reaction involved incra__lng can also occur at a
somewhat reduced pressure.
Effect of Coupling to Air Exposed Sample
After having established the requirements to cause cracking in this
symem four tests (number 7, 8, 9 and 10) were conducted to evaluate
the effect of coupling in developing the primary corrosion product.
In this test =.e;-ies the salt bridge of the alumina tube was utilized to
connect an inside bend sarnple, the anode, with the outside cathode.
The exposure time was reduced from the no,'mat 1_ hours to 5 hours
for this series, temperatures were maintained between6_0 and 635°F
and pressures between 3 x 10 -3 and 7 x 10 -4 millimeters Hg. Iv none
of these test series were the samples cracked on removal from the
exposure chamber. In three of the four studies, the coupled sample
cracked within twenty minute9 on subsequent air exposure while the
uncoupled sample did not fail within twenty-four hours. In the fourth
test (No. 7 in Table VI) neither the coupled nor uncoupled sample
failed on 24 hour room temperature storage and the total current
measured in this test series was the lowest of the four even though :-
its generated ernf was the highest within this series. Possibly the
test pieces did not make good mechanical contact wtth the s-_lt oridge.
Nevertheless thes,. _t_ show that the rate of formation of the primary
corrosion product _ccelerated by coupling to an air exposed sample,
indicating that the primary corrosion product is the result of an oxygen
concentration cell. The difference in oxygen pressure for the latter
test series, of course, is supplied by the air exposure of the outside
sample.
Effect of Fused Salt
One test was also conducted at a temperature above the eutectic point
for the salt to compare the corrosion characteristics of a fused and
dry salt (Test No. it in Table VI). For this te_t a pyrex tube was
used instead of the corrosion cell so that the test results would be
comparable with Test No. I. At the higher temperature, but lower _.:
- 18 -
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h] pressure (compare Test 11 with 1) cracking occurred in a very shorttime even though the available oxygen in this test was considerably
below that for any of the other tests conducted with the eutectic salt
mixture. Obviously', a liquid is far more damaging than a solid salt.
Even with the fused salt, the fracture oc,-urredat the edge of the salt
layer, Fig. 30.
DETECTS_ON OF LIQUID IN HOT SALT-YITANIUM MIXTURES
Certain of the proposed mechanisms for hot salt stress corrosion
cracking of titanium require that a liquid phase be present at the salt-
titanium interface at temperatures in the vicinity of 550°F. Attempts
to find such a liquid, however, have not been successful. To find the
lowest temperature at which a liquid phase may occur, a series of
mixtures of powdered titanium containing 6% aluminum powder and
"" dried, ground, sea-salt powder were prepared. The mixtures were
heated in a Vycor tube until they fused and then were allowed to cool
so that thermal arrest diagrams could be constructed. The lowest
region of soiid-plus-liquid was found at about il00°F. While heating
the mixtures, some bubbling occurred as low as 750°F. In order to
determine whether volatile salts or a gas was being given off, a mix-
o
ture of 50% (Ti-dA1)-50% sea-salt was heated to 2Z00 Pagainina
Vycor tube, but this time a smaller, heat-exchange tube was placed
inside so the end o£ the water-cooled tube was about one inch from the
top of the salt, Fig. 31. A volatile product did collect on the inner
, tube, but when examined in a hot stage microscope, it was found to have :"
. a melting point over 1000°F. The bubbling at the low temperature,
therefore, must have been due to a gas, possibly water v-_por. The
test was repeated with a 1% (Ti-dA1)-99% sea-salt mixture with the
same result.
This is in agreement with data collected by Braski and Heimerl (17)
who have shown certain titanium alloys, including Ti-dA1-4V, to be
susceptible to stress corrosion cracking at 550°F in the presence of
pure sodium chloride. Since the melting point of the latter is 1473°F,
it does not seem likely that a liquid exists at a temperature as low as
550°F.
TENSILE HOT STAGE EXPERIMENTS
_ In order to observe the relationship between the initiation of stress
corrosion cracks and the corrosion reaction products, a constant
1965011743-035
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displacement, tensile hot stage wa3 built. The equipment was
designed so that it could be evacuated, or used with controlled atmos-
pheres, such as purified argon, or dry or wet air, since these are
thought to be important variables in stress corrosion cracking. The
schematic drawing and photograph of Fig. 37- explain the operation of
the stage.
Two types of tests were conducted with this equipment. In the first
series a sample with dimensions as shown in Fig. 33 had a bead of
salt slurry placed on the body of the sample so that the formation of
cracks could be observed while the sample was held under load at
temperature. In one test, the salt was l_!aced on the side of the
sample which was being viewed through the ,.'icroscope, while on
another test, the salt was placed on the back siec of the test piece
so that the crack and the primary corrosion products could be ob-
served without interference from the unreacted salt. _li_ purpose
of the latter test was to watch the formation of a newly fo:me_ crack
in order to determine whether or not a liquid phase was present. The
results of these tests will be discussed later.
In most of the tests with this equipment, hooks were added to the two
edges of the test sample as shown in Fig. 34a. When such a sample
is loaded in tensiov, the hooks remaiz_ stress free. With this sample
shape, a salt slurry was placed cn the hook and the various reaction
products migrated away from the salt bead in a manner determined
by the physical form of the product. For example, if the cracking
medium were a gas, one would expect cracks to initiate anywhere in
area (A) shown in Fig. 24b. The extra finger marked "F" was added
to the test sample so that the stress concentration would be symmetrical
about the salt head. Hence, if a stress concer.trator encouraged crack-
ing, a gaseous corrosion product would produce cracks with equal ease
at points Pi and P2" Liquid or solid reaction products must diffuse
along the surface of the arm to reach the stressed portion of the test
sample. Consequently, if the cracking medium were a liquid or a
solid, one would expect cracks to occur at the intersection of the hook
and stressed body of the sample, point PI"
A plastic model was made of the hooked sample, Fig. 35, in order to _ -
evaluate the stress concentration at the base of the prongs by photo- i
elastic means. The prongs on the two sides n_ the sample were made _ ;
so that on one a generous radius was provided, and on the other, the
- 20 -
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junction points were as sharp as could be made in the cast plastic
-. model. It is apparent _¢rom the series of pictures in Fig. 35 that the
stress at the base of the filleted prong is no higher than in the body of
tile sample, whereas if the sharp prongs are used the heavily stressed
volume of metal would be smaller than can be detected in this model.
Nevertheless, it seems certain that the stress at points Pi and PZ are
: identical for either shaped prong.
:- Test Results on Hot Stage
; In all of the tests carried out with the hot stage to date, the stage was
i
open to the atmosphere. Because there was only one opening in the
, stage, the ra.te of air flow was minimal.
£
": Location of crack initiation around salt - Prior to using the
hooked samples, salt slurries were placed on the body of polished and..
etched test pieces. These samples were dried, heated and loaded as
: described above. Cracks began to form at the periphery of the salt
: bead, as shown in Fig. 36. Close examination showed a gray-brown
o.
_" reaction product surrounding the bead, and it was within this area that
the cracks were initiated. The obserx_tion that cracks are initiated
only at the salt-titanium-air interface with heavy coatings is con._istent
_: with the results previously reported on creep samples.
Diffusion of corrosion products Ter. tests have been nlade
on samples with the side hooks. The migration of the corrosion
products was recorded by lapse-time still color photography.
The appearance of a side hook at 25X in the Ti--8Al-lMo-iV test sample
.. is shown on the right-hand side of Fig. 37. The exposure stress on the
piece was 50,000 psi. Immediately after the test sample reached 650°F,
a light colored product (probably a thin film of salt) was found on the hook
" adjacent to the salt bead. Shortly after th__s a dark corrosion product
t formed at the edge of the salt and diffused along the length of hook eventu-
ally reaching the stressed portion of *.he sample. After reaching the
stressed area, a crack formed in the titanium, as shown by the high
magnification photomicrograph in the bottom right of this figure. In
less than twenty-five hours, cracks had formed in both sides of the test
•: sample at .*he junction of the hook and stressed body. The appearance
of the sample at the completion of the test is shown in the bottom middle
:: figure. The white dot in the middle of the sample is the control
- -21-
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_ thermocouple. The face that cracking only occurred at this particular
: location indicates that the cracking medium is either a liquid or a solid
that has a high rate of surface diffusion on titanium. The humidity
within the hot stage during the course of this test was high, since water
leaked onto the cold sides of the chamber.
Most of the testing done to date was en Ti-6A1-4V alloy. Because this
material is somewhat less sensitive to hot salt stress corrosion than
Ti-8AI-tMo- iV al!oy, the load for most of the tests was increased
from 50,000 psi to 80,000 psi. (In a single test using a 50,000 psi
stress, the cracking behavior was similar to that using the higher
stress, but the "size of the cracks in a limi*_d time were so small they
were difficult to find. ) Other than the increased stress, the tests on
the two alloys were identicel. In all cases, the test was continued until
some cracking was evidenced. The appearance of the metal in the
: vicinit_ of a hook for the Ti-dA1-4V alloy is shown on the left in Fig. 37.
At 650-F, Ti-dA1-4V. :ms a gold oxide whereas Ti-8AI-IMo-IV forms
a blue oxide; however, the gas evolved as one of the corrosion products
stains Ti_dA1-4V and changes it from gold to blue. As shown for very
short times in Fig. 37, a blue stain forms elliptically about the salt
bead. This stain grows, and within a few hours the breadth of the
sample between the two hooks is completeiy blue, while the remainder
of the sample is gold. As discussed above, if the corroding medium
were gas, one would expect cracking to occur directly across from the
center of the salt bead. In no case, however, were cracks found at
this location. As corrosion continues, the dark corrosion product
that formed on the Ti-8A1-iMo-1V adjacent to the salt bead also formed
on the Ti-6A1-4V alloy. Again, this reaction product diffuses along the
length of the hook and onto the stressed body of the test piece. Eventually
cracks are formed iz, this alloy at the junction of the hook and body of the
sample. Fo:" the Ti-6AI-4V aliov, significant cracks required 60 to Z40
hou.r_ and the dark cerro,_ion proAuct was found to cover a significant
protion of the stressed member.
The appearance of the cracks and their location for the other Ti-6AI-4V
alloy samples are shown in the photographs of Fig. 38. The photomicro-
graph on the bottom right shows that cracking is not always restricted to
the grain bounda: ies, but follows certain crystallographic planes as well.
Of course, the transgranular cracking may result because of the very
largest exposure stress used in this study (80 ksi).
Physical form of cracking medium - Attempts to distort the
interface of the dark corrosion product by means of a probe were un-
successful, indicating that the surface diffusion product is a solid.
Close examination of t'e reaction product also showed the formation
of tiny fibers. These had a dendritic structure, further support._.ng
the fact that the corrosion product is a solid with a high rate of surface
diffusion.
To be certain that the cracking medium was a solid rather than a liquid,
a single test was also conducted in which the salt slurry (a bead 5 to 10
mils in diameter) was placed on the side out of view of the microscope
using a smooth tensile sample of Ti-6A1-4V alloy. Hence, the crack
initiated on the reverse side of the sample and propagated through the
specimen thickness and into the sight of the viewer.
Shortly after this test began a crack formed and propagated through
: the thickness of the specimen into sight. As the crack width increased
the characteristic blue stain formed elliptically about the crack. Shortly
afterward a smalle_ gray pattern developed around the center of the
crack until a series of concentric ellipses delineated various thicknesses
of corrosion product that had radiated from the salt bead. This cor-
rosion product had the same appearance as the material with the high
surface diffusion rate discussed above. The tip of the crack showed
no concentration of corrosion product as would be expected if it were
a liquid. When the heating element behind the specimen was brought
up to a red glow, the inside cf the crack could be readily observed and¢
it appeared to be empty.
The experiment with the hooked sample discussed above showed that the
corrosion product was either a solid or a liquid. The experiment now
being described indicated it to be a solid or a gas, implying that _.t i:3,
indeed, a solid. Liquid reaction products would tend to collect at the
crack tip in an experiment of this type. To illustrate this phenomenon,
the sample temperature in the above-mentioned experiment was raised
to the vicinity of the melting point of sea-salt. As the sample was
heated to ll20°F, a meniscus could be seen forming in the crack, while
at the same time a volatile product was given off that clouded the quartz
window of the hot stage. After maintaining the melting temperature for
fifteen minutes and subsequently cooling the sample for examination,
spots of salt were found at each crack tip proving that a liquid eorro,3ion
product would concentrate in the narrowest regions of a crack due to
' - 23 -
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capillary action. The appearance of this sample as a function of
time is shown in Fig. 39. In conjanction with the fusion tempera-
ture experiments conducted in this study, it may be noted that
Homorek and Herasymenko (21) have constr:lcted a phase diagram
for the titanium-sodium chloride system in which a eutectic point
was found at ltZl°F and 50 w/o Ti.
Characteristics "of Solid Corrosion Product - On examining
the metal under the salt bead in the tests with the hooked tensile
samples, it was fnund that a significant amount of titanium reacted,
as shown by the side a,.2 top view of the metal near the bead in Fig. 40.
i The surface under the salt had a high reflectivity. The reaction pro-
duct under the unreacted salt was a black-caked material. When a
drop of water was allowed to run across the sample it formed a low
contact angle on the gray material that had the high rate of surface
diffusion. It did not appear to dissolve the product or to react with
it, however. The black product under the salt bead, on the other
hand, reacted in the characteristic manner to pick up moisture and
evolve a gas.
Effect of contact between salt and metal surface - It was
noticed, as a by-product of several of the experiments, that the
intimacy of contact between the salt and metal was important in
developing the black corrosion product. This is expected if the
formation of the primary corrosion product is the result of an
oxygen concentration cell. In several tests the salt bead on the
arm of the sample was jarred with a pointer. The subsequent
formation of primary corrosion product was almost imperceptible.
Upsetting the salt may have destroyed the oxygen concentration
gradient needed to produce the primary product. In one test, a
piece of salt was knocked off the prong and became fastened electro-
statically to the main body of the sample. I_ this latter case, no
corrosion product formed at all, even after two days of exposure.
ANALYTICAL STUDY
A preliminary study was also made of an e!ectron microprobe
analysis of the metal near a crack tip, and an X-ray analysis of :l _!
corrosion products. _
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Electron Microprobe
In an elect_on probe study conducted at the North American Aviation
(22), it appeared that the crack followed the regions of concentration
of high-atomic.-number alloying elements, viz. molybdenum. An
: attempt was made at this laboratory to reproduce these results.
i Fig, 41a is an electron image of the area at a crack tip and is similar
to a light photograpk as viewed wi_Aa oblique illumination. Figures 41b,s
; c and d are molybdenum, aluminum, and vanadium X-ray images of the
same areas at the same magnification as shown in Fig. 41a_. The
brightness of an area is proportional to the amount of the elementpresent.i
There does appear to be bands of Mo, Fig. 41b, however these do not
seem to lie in definite paths which would be taken as corrosion routes.
X-ray Analysis
For the purposes of analyzing the corrosion product, Ti-6A1-4V coupons
o
were heated to 650 to 700 F with a sea salt coating and held at temperz-
_ ture in the absence of ioad for 287 hours. The samples were then
i removed from the furnace and placed in a desiccator which was sub-
sequently purged with _trgon. The desiccator was placed in a dry box
i, where the corrosion p oducts were scraped off of the sa, ,ples and
placed in capillary tubes. Care was taken not to coll,. - any of thG
unreacted salt.
An X-ray analysis of the corrosion product showed tLc major cc_.'-'_
ants to be TiOz(ana_ase) and NaCI. The minor constituents were
TiO Z (rutile), _rizo. , and TiO. The identification of TiO was re-
ported as tentative, but it is the only compound reported {assuming
TiC1Z to be absent) that can explain the hygroscopic behavior of the
i:_,i blacl_ corrosion product that evolves a gas, presumably hydrogen, on
_ picking up moisture.
It mr, st be mentioned that titanium chlorides may still be considered
_ to be important ingredients in the corrosion reactions even though
they are not found "in the analysis. In the proposed reactions_
' chlorides are continuously being formed and reacting so that they
, may be present only in _mall quantitY.as.
* The electron microprobe photographs were made by IITRI.
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TA BLE II
PCST EXPOSURE NC;TCH-TENSILE STRENGTH
OF CANDID._TE SST .MATERIAL
-1t0 R.T. +650
ALLOY ZXPOSURE Long. Ti-ans. Long. Trans. Long. Trans.
Inc. W-65%Red. 850F, 40KSI 196.7 187.0 193.9 159.8 153.8 !16.7
209.4 175. 1
650 F, 40KSI 222.4 221.0 200.0 199.0 171.6 173.0
211.0 209.0 193.0 171.4 172. 0
650 F, 60KSI 220.0 2t2.7 208.0 200.0 !82.2 !66. 0
V-36 - 30o/0Red. 650 F, 40KSI 182.6 140.2 179.4 164.4 143.2 129. 2
198.3 !88.0 170.0 153.7 141. 0
AM350 - 20% Red.,
825 F, 3 hr 650 F, 40KSI 224.0 i97.2 212.9 204.4 t60.0 152.0
219.5 206.0 212.0 205.0 172.9 148.8
650 F, 60KSI 223.0 209.9 215.0 201.0 166. 1 143. 3
" AM350 - 20% Red. ,
, 950 F, 3 hr 650 F, 40KSI 219.0 187. 2 187.9 198.0 166. 0 152.0
197.8 186.6 188.0 181.0 152.9 133.2
650 F, 60KSI 195.2 18t. 2 223.0 191.5 151.8 130.3
AM350 - 45% Red. ,
825 F, 3hr 650 F, 40K8I 295 212 281.6 221.0 146.3 129.2
AM350 - 45% Red. ,
950 F, 3hr 650 F, 40KSI 302 222.0 251.4 228.7 !6i.6 124.9
264. 4 240.8 179.0
' AM367 - _5% Red. ,
950F, 4hr 650 F, 40KSI 71.3 65.4 167.0 63.0 238.5
Ti-6A1-4V,
Annealed 450 F, 25KSI 138.2 125.0 112.8
500 F, 25KSI 138.4 145.2 126.4 131.9 102.2
147.0
;' 600 F, 25KSI* 157.4 145,5 128.8 137.2 103.8 t14.5
128. 0 144. 8 133.0 132.8 102. 1 113.8
!i'TisAIiMoIV,
Annealed 500 F, 2'_XSI 122.8 128.8 125.4 131.2 109. I 103.6
i[ i06. i 127.2 120. 1 120. 4 i09.5 10i, 8
:' 550F, Z5KSI 122.0 i20.4 t00.8
i 600F, 25FSI* 107.3 128.8 !06.8 129.8 t09.9 i02.4
i01.8 i31.9 ti8.0 t23.6 it0.4 103.0
* Exposed at 550°F for 215 hours and raised to 600°F for i000 hours.
:'l - 27 -
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TABLE III
CREEP FURNACE SURVIVAL TIMES FOR Ti-6A1-4V and Ti-8AI- IMo-IV
II[
ALLOY EXPOSURE Time to failure, hr
Long. Trans.
'£i-6A-4V,
annealed 650°F, 25KSI 63 23
i87 276
394
975
Ti- 8A1- 1Mo- iV,
annealed 120 99 IL
240 Two trans, samples
g83 la_ d 1000 hr
one tested .t -li0°F
had T.S. = 3Z. 3 KSI
one tested at +650°F
had T.S. = 58.2 KSI
- Z8 -
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TABLE IV
POST-EXPOSURE SMOOTH TENSILE PROPERTIES
OF SALT COATED TITANIUM
Exposure Condition: 1000 Hr at 600°F, 25 KSI
LONGITUDINAL TRANSVERSE
Tensile Yield Tensile Yield
Alloy Strength Strength Elon_a. Strength Strength Elonga.
Ti-6A1-4V
::_ - II0 17r;.5 161.0 4 173.5 165.0 -- -
i R. T, 140.0 133.9 9 i52.0 144. 6 i2
+ 650 99.9 95.6 9
Ti- 8A1- 1Mo- 1V
- il0 t50. 5 150. 5 2 169.5 i44. 5 20. 5
: R.T. 13_. 7 134. 7 , 141.8 136. I 17
_ + 650 87.8 85.5 3
• These samples were at 550°F for 2.t5 hrs. "
and then raised to 600°F for 1000 hrs.
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TABLE V
Ti-6A1-4V (LONGITUDINAL) E
Smooth tensile properties of salt coated bend specimens.
O. 025 in. thick specimens on 4-point load racks, 100 hr tests. [
P.
Exposure Tensile Yield
Stress Strength Strength e
KSI KSI KSI percent
t 37.2 t47.8 7 Salt on tension side
7.6 i51.0 144.5 13 " " " "
: 7. 5 _ -- I' II ,, l'
i
7.6 149.9 t40.7 13 " " " "
2t.8 144.8 139.6 12 " " ,' ,' _:
-4
Zi. 8 - - - " " " " _-:
21.8 148.4 t41.8 it " " " "
36.7 - - - " " " "
_6. 0 146. 2, 138.4 8 " " " "
0.0 145.8 t32.0 11 " " " "
0.0 i48.6 138.6 il " " " "
0.0 148. 7 139. I IZ " ' " "
36. 2 148. 7 138.6 iO " " compression side
: 3&..2 148.0 137.i tl " " " "
0.0 148.6 139. I it. 5 no salt, same gaseous atmos.
as above specimens
0.0 149.6 137.3 II.5 no salt, same gaseous atmos.
as above specimens
- 30-
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TABLE V {cont.)
T_-6AI- 4V (TILENSVERS_)
Smooth tensile properties of salt coated bend specimens.
0. _Z5 in. thick specimens on 4-point load racks, I00 hr tests.
Exposure Tensile Yield
Stress Strength Strength e
KSI KSI KSI percent
7.7 157. 8 - 14.0 Salt on tension side
23. _ 148. 0 - Z " " " "
7.7 154.6 13 " " " "
7. 7 153.0 14 " " " "
24. 0 153. 0 8 " " " "
24. 0 153. 0 8 " " " "
40. t 105.9 1 " " " "
39. 8 132. 8 - t " " " "
40. 0 104. 7 - 2 " " " "
0,0 155. Z 144.8 14 " " " "
O.0 155. 7 144.9 15 " " " "
0.0 157.0 150.0 14 " " " "
38. 8 150. 2 145. 0 14 " " compression side
38. 8 155.3 146.0 14 " " " "
0. 0 156.6 1,_7. 0 14 No salt, same gaseous atmos.
; as above specimens
0. 0 156.8 t49. I 13.5 No salt, same gaseous atrnos.
as above specimens
,> - 31 -
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TABLE V (cont.)
Ti- 8AI- iMo- iV (LONGITUDINAL)
Smooth tensile propert_.es of salt coated bend specimens.
0. 0i8 in. thick specimer.s on 4-point load racks. I00 hr tests.
Exposure Tensile Yield
Stress Strength Strength e
KSI KSI KSI percent
e
17.7 137. 9 i37. 9 3 Salt on tension side
38.8 80.4 - 1 " " " "
O.0 146.8 141.9 20 " :' " "
O. 0 148. i - 18 " " " "
5.6 148. 0 - il. 5 " " " "
5.5 146.8 - 20.5 " " " "
5.5 144. 2 - 16.5 " " " "
17.5 126.8 2 " " " "
i7.5 132. 9 - 1 " " :' "
Z.8.5 82.5 i " " " "
29.2 107.0 1.5 " " " "
28. 5 148. 5 141.9 19 " " compression aide
28.0 145.2 141.4 19.5 " " " "
0. 0 145. 0 139.9 19 No salt, same gaseous atmos.
as above specimens.
J
al
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KTABLE V (cont.)
Ti-SAI- IMo- IV (TRANSVERSE)
Smooth tensile properties of salt coated ben4 specimens.
:_ 0. 018 in. specimens on 4-point load racks, 100 hr test.
Exposure Tensile Yield
:_ Stress Strength Strength e
KSI _$I KSI percent
5.7 131.0 - 14 Salt on tension side
0. 0 146. 0 i40. 0 14 , ,, ,, ,,
O. 0 144. 9 139.8 17 " " " "
. 5.8 144.2 140. 8 17 " " " "
: 18. 3 119.0 2 " " " "
: 18. 0 108.4 - 2 " " " "
• 29. 6 125.8 I.5 " " " "
29. 7 132. 7 131. I i.5 " " " "
29.2 131.8 2.5 " " " "
Zg. Z 143. 2 139. 1 16 " " compression side
28. 8 I41.0 140. 8 17 " " " '
=. 0. 0 14i. I 137. 0 No salt. same gaseous atmos.
_" (air and reaction products)
as above specimens.
0. 0 144. ! 140.0 16 No salt, same gaseo_ls atmos.
(a:'r and reaction prodtlcts)
as above specimens.
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130
LEGEND
i20 e-1000hrs, or less-
specimen cracked
4f 0 o-300 hrs.-no cracking
e-J000 hrs. -no cracking
100 e" _- Based on net area cracked
during' 90 1 I- " "gross " exposure
• , | '
• ._ 80 -- Cracks
_" 7O
u_
;g m
60
.U'_
_ 50
0
_, 40 @ , , •
30 .._q
No Cracks _'x';(*A4R L _ •
IZ0 -- in iO00hrs. •
! [o !
450 550 650 750 850
EXPOSURE TEMPERATURE, OF
:Yi_. i EXPOSURE STRESS TO CAUSE CRACKING AT TEMPERA-
TURES BETWEEN 550 AND 850°F AS REPORTED IN THE
LITERATURE (4) COMPARED WITH M.RL RESULTS.
4
ANNEALED Ti- 6AI-4V.
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FIG,, 5 COMPARISON OF AIR AND DRY SEA SALT
EXPOSURE ON THE NOTCH PROPERTIES OF
AM 350, REDUCED Z0 AND 45%, AGED 3 HR
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AT 650F AND 40,000 psi PRIOR TO TESTING.
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NA SA MR L
Avg. unexp, and air exp. Salt exposed
0 - 40 KSI 40 KSI 60 KSI
Longitudinal O
Transverse -==,= _ @ •
{
--0--4 A _____i_ _
.
-4--_@___-_
_, o o
° --
i!
-Z 0 Z 4 6 8 -2 0 Z . 4 6 8
TESTING TF,MPERATURE °F TESTING TEMPERATURE °F
(a) AM 350, Z0% reduced {b) AM 350, Z0% reduced
Aged 950°F, 3 hr Aged 825°F, -3h_.-
Fig. 6 EFFECT OF EXPOSUR.E STRESS ON NOTCH STRENGTH
OF SALT COATED SPECIMENS OF (a) AM 350, Z0%
REDUCED, AGED 950°F, 3 HR, AND (b) AM 350, Z0%
REDUCED, AGED 8ZS°F FOR i000 HR AT INDICATED
STRESS LEVEL.
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: Fig. 13 COMPARISON OF TENSILE PROPERTIES RESULTING
) FROM AIR AND SALT EXPOSUREF OF 1000 HR AND
Z5 ksi. Ti-bAI-4V AIR-EXPOSED DATA SUPPLCED
FROM S!rRACUSE UNIVERSITY; Ti.-8AI- ilk/to- IV
AIR-EXPOSED DATA SUPPLIED FROM NASA. THE I
AIR EXt:'OSURES !VERN AT 650 F WHILE THE SALT
': EXPOSURES WERE AT 600 F.
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Z/3Ti(s) + ZNaCI(s) + i/aOzlg ) Z/3 TiCl_ls) + N4Ols) I
Ti(s) + ZNaCl(s) $ i/ZOz(g ) = Tielz(s) + NazO(s )
0
3/ZTi(s) +z{_a6i(-_) + i/zc)_(g) = "- I
_50 1 TiCiz(S) + I_ZTiOz(S ) + gNa _NazO(S ) + Clz(g) = ZNaCI(s) + I/ZOz(g)
¢9
Na?O(s) + Cl2(g ) : ZNaCl(s) + 1/202(g ) q-_ -I00
Z TiCl fs) + NazOz(s) TiOz(s) + ZNaCI(s)[_ 2" =
% -I50 _
TiClz(S) + NazOz(s) = TiOz(S) + ZNaCl(s)
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Fig. Z0 FREE ENERGY AS A FUNCTION OF TEMPERATURE FOR
REACTIONS OF TITANIUM CHLORIDE, OXIDES, AND
SODIUM CHLORIDE (81 (i61.
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m• Fig. Z4 FRACTURED Ti-6AI-4V NOTCH SAMPLES AFTER 650°F
EXPOSURE TO SEA SALT AND AN EXTERNALLY APPLIED
: C URRE NT.
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Fig. Z5 FORMATION OF AN ELECTROLYTIC CELL BY
DIFFERENTIAL AERATION OF Ti-6AI-4V COUPONS.
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Fig. Z6 SCHEMATIC DIAGRAM OF CONTROLLED
ATMOSPHERE CORROSION CELL.
i. Vacuum tube
2. To cold trap
3. Glass ends of 4 inch diameter tube
4. Glazed alundum tube sealed to glass
(glazed to prevent porosity)
5. Unglazed area on tube permeated with salt
6. Potentiometer
%
r 5 :
w _
{
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Fig. Z7 PLACEMEN] OF COUPLED AND UNCOUPLED BEND
SAMPLES IN POROUS SECTION OF CONTROLLED
ATMOSPHERE CORROSION CELL.
_ i. Control Sample
2. Coupled sample (anode)
3. Four-inch alundum tube
4. Glaze
5_ Air exposed sample (cathode)
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a. Vacuum read-out system
b. Ionization gage
c. Thermocouple gages
d. Cold trap
e, Leeds-Northrup my recorder set up for
measuring corrosion currents
f. High impedence volt meter
g. Furnace
h. Corrosion cell
i. Mechanical pump
j. Diffusion pump
Fig. 28 PHOTOGRAPH OF COIbTROLLED ATMOSPHERE APPARATUS ,i_
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/ (a)
r
, , )
g ;"
(b)
]_igZ9 CONDITION OF BEND SAMP.LES AFTER REMOVAL FROM
CORROSION CELL. CONTROL SAMPLE IS IN
REAR, COUPLED SAMPLE IS lhTFOREGROUND.
(a) TOP VIEW, (b) OBLIQUE VIEW.
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Fi E. 30 STRESS CORROSION CRACK AT LIQUID SALT EDGE.
SAMPLE WAS STRESS TO 80 KSI BY BENDING.
FAILURE OCCURRE._ AFTER Z8 MINUTES AT 690°F :,
ANDppO z = ix iO mmHg. _:
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_'_ Fig 31 DIAGRAM OF APPARA CUS USED FOR COLLECTIN_
,_,. VOLATILE PRIMARY COR F_OSION PRODUCTS,
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, Fig. 33 DIMENSIONS OF SMOOTH HOT STAGE TEST SAMPLE
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(b) Pf 2. ...Area (A)
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Fig. 34 a - DIMENSION OF TENSILE SAMPLE WITH SIDE HOOKS
b - LOCATION OF POINTS WHERE SOLID, LIQUID AND
GASEOUS REACTION PRODUCTS FORM. CROSS
HATCHED AREAS INDICATE GASEOUS CONCENTRA-
TION AND SHADED AREAS REPRESENT SURFACE
DIFFUSION PRODUCT CONCENTRATION
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Fig. 35 STRESS F."TTERN GROWTH ON PROINGED HOT STAGE
SAMPLES. (a) INDICATES NO LOAD WHILE INCREASING
,_" LOADS ARE REPRESENTED BY (b)THROUGH (11.
/% Magnification Z. 2X.
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Fig. 36 SMOOTH TENSI'_,ESAMPLE OF Ti-6A/-4V, AT
650F AND 80 KSI, FOR 3 HOURS. CRACKS
LNITIATED FROM PERIPHERY OF SALT. SAMPLE
WAS ETCHED BEFORE APPLYING A SEA SALT
SLURRY. Z5X. f
(
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Fig. 37 TIME LAPSE STUDY OF STRESS CORROSION CRA(/<
" GROWTH IN (left)Ti-6AI-4V AND (right)Ti-SAI-IMo-IV.
"_ MACRO PHOTOS .._10X and Micro PHOTOS _ 100X.
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Fig. 38 STRESS CORROSION CRACKS IN Ti-6A1-4V.
EXPOSED AT 650°F, 80 KSI FOR (a) 200 HR, "-
(b) Z00HR, AND (c) 100HR.
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i _" _' ''_" (Z5X) _ _ First indication of cracking. No
,?_"',ii'i:.. ._Te_.,_-"_ _' color variation present and n,,
' : .... "........._;_,_._ I indication of corrosion prud_cts. "
..... - .... ',:j_-- _ gold Temp mai, ntain_,d at 650F, stress :
' ..... -:" '" "" "-"--""._'_Tf'_ 60 ksi. The sa.:._ is on the o??posite ,
".-,-:.,:,,..::._,._,*,_,j.,__ !j side of the sample. ,
Z0 hr gold
(Z5X) maroon
_% , ,'
. ." _ blue
.... . .... Waves of corrosion product
V :,':j',.'-"...: ":.... .
': ..... emanating concentricall7 from crack
•=, ""- ;" light
_', " blue in elliptical pattern. Stress dropped ¢
".., • ...'_ to 5Z ksi; temp still 650F. The .
• . "-_gray crack was apparently ernpty. _..
dull ":"
white ,,
-'?_, ".," 44 hr ".
• -. -. (z5x) .... -
'/-'wLlue The temperature was just increased .:
,:_ . I _ from 650F to 875F. Corrosion "
. f -"
'. , mmlig h'; product began to develop measurably :
b!u,: faster. The load was reduced to ._-
¢ _ - " - about 4 ksi. The crack began to fill i:.
, m blue with a crust of corrosion product. _:
k : blue
_ :'" /Z5X) Temperature raised to iiZOF for
_'":. ,',_,. , .,_ i5 minutes, then lowered to ,._.T. A,
-_i ", ' % "_ - liquid was seen at this temperature
: ' and the evidence of itis shown in "
_;_ ia:-k these photographs taken at R.T. _.
" -'_'_ olue
• _ - The liquid has migrated, by capil- ,:
.' _" :_:: _ lary action, to the most narrow re-
gions of the crack, and has oozed _,
out at the crack tip. ,:
. _,
•" - white
.*;____
Fig, 39 DEVELOPMENT OF CRACK AND CORROSION i"
PRODUCTS IN Ti-6AI-dV.
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, Fig. 40 PHOTOGRAPHS SHOWING CORRODED AREA OF _%_
! A Ti=6AI-4V PRONGED SAMPLE AFTER EXPOSURE .!_,TO SEA SALT AT 650°F FOR ZOO HR.
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Fig. 41 ELECTRON PROBE STUDY OF ALLOY SEGREGATION
IN Ti-SA_- IM0-1V.
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APPENDIX A
A CHRONOLOGICAL REVIEW OF PUBLICATIONS
PERTINEN _ TO THE MECHANISM OF HOT DRY
SALT STRESS CORROSION CRACKING OF TITANIUM.
Tit_niurn Metals Corporation of America (7)
The first _ork done in this area. was by Titanium Metals Corporation
of America Their results were compiled in an unuublished progress
report, "Stress Corrosion", June 1957.
Corrosion Rates - Differences in corrosion rates among
commercially pure titanium and various titanium alloys have been
found to be small. Titanium alloys, Ti-5Cr, Ti-5Ni, Ti-3A1, Ti-5A1,
Ti-6A1, Ti-3Zr, Ti-6A1-4V-. 5Fe {90BHN sponge), Ti-6A1-dV-. 5Fe,
Ti-SAl-4V-iFe, Ti-6AI-4V-2Fe, Ti-75A, Ti-5V, Ti-.25Fe, and
Ti-iFe were exposed to air and sodium chloride at elevated temperatures.
Only small differences could be observed in the amount of attack.
Role of oxygen - In the absence of other oxidizing agents,
oxygen must be present for corrosion to occur. Unstressed samples
were placed in contact with sodium chJoride for 24 hr at 1300°F in
• vacuum and also in purified argon with no resulting attack. A test
run in unpurified argon resulted in _he flevelopment of an oxide scale
in those areas nJt covered by salt. Pure oxygen did not increase
the corrosion rate much over that caused by air tests in sodium
chloride.
Importance of physical contact - Physical contact between
the titanium and solid sodium chloride is required for corrosion to
take place. Titanium samples were suspended 1/4 in. above a bed
of dry NaCh No corrosion pits developed in 24 hr at ii00°F or in
72 hr at i300°F, although a yellow scale did develop at the higher
temperature.
Effect of water vapor - Water vapor within the limits
studied has no effect on general corrosion rate. Titanium samples
coated with NaC1 were exposed to an oxygen atmosphere that was
A-i
C%\
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(1) dry, (2) saturated with -vate_ ._apor, and (3) saturated with
hydrogen chloride. In the latter two cases, oxygen was bubbled
through water and concentric.ted HC1 respectivel),. No differences
in the corrosion rates were observed in the three situations. These
samples, however, were not under stress at the time of exposure,
and the exposure temperature is unknown.
Effect of acidic oxides - In tests run in hot air furnaces,
sodium chloride individually mixed with the acidic oxides A1203,
CbzO , CrO , Fe O , MnO , Sb20 , SnO, TiO , ground pyrex5 3 2 3 2 3 2glass, ground quartz glass and grcund Coors porcelain crucible
were found to increase general corrosion rates tremendously, while
V20 and P20 increased the rate only slightly The basic o_:ides5 " "
BaO 5 and CuO, and ZrO?. as well as the subs*ances Na SO , Na2CO2 4 " 3'
graphite, and silicon carbide, did not increase the corrosion rate.
Reaction products and suggested reactions - Chlorine and
titanium dichloride may be i,_termediate reaction products. After
exposure in a hot furnace, mixtures of NaC! and acidic oxides with
titanium yielded a large volume of gas having the color and odor of
chlorine. In experiments in which pure NaBr and NaI were applied
to titanium coupons, large quantities_ of free halogens were releasedO
on heating a few hours at il00 F and so it was concluded that free
chlorine Was one of the reaction products in the former case. The
formation of TiC12 was also deduced by observations made of the
corrosion products. Corrosion pits were examined microscopically
immediately after withdrawing Ti-6AI-4V samples in contact with NaC1 forO
one hour at 850 F. A black substance was observed in the pits and it
slowly turned to 1;.quid and evolved a gas. It was concluded that the black
substance was TiCI 2. TiC12 is a very dark purple solid that is extreme-
ly hygroscopic and reacts with water to evolve hydrogen. The final pro-
duct is white titanium dioxide, which 'is consistent with the observations.
The suggested reactions are as follows:
I. 2NaC1 + Ti+ TiO 2 + 1/202 = NazTiO 3 + TiC! g
II. TiC12 + O 2 = TiO 2 + Cl2. '
III. Ti + C12 = TiC12
A-2
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Effect of alkali halides - Alkali halides are generally
corrosive to "titanium. The action of chlorides, bromides, and
iodides suggests that the corrosion mechanism involves the forma-
tion of titanium halides and free halogens. Of the chlorides, LiC1
was the most corrosive; KC1, NaC1 and anhydrous MgC12 were
about equal while BaC1Z was the least corrosive.
Titanium Metallurgical Laboratory (4)
TML report #88 was compiled as the result of a symposium of
Mallory-Sharon Titanium Corporation, Pratt and Whitney Aircraft,
Rern-Cru Titanium, Inc. , Republic Steel Corporation, and Titaniu_n
Metals Corporation of America.
Suggested reactions and thermodynamic probabilities -
Evidence from thermodylmmic considerations indicates the following
chemica! reactions may account for the high temperature sodium
chloride corrosion of titanium. The chemical reactions discussed
here were essentially those cited above with the addition of reaction
la. The free energies for the reactions were calculated as follows:
. A F Kilocalories
440°F i 340°F
(1)a. 2NaCI + Ti+ 0 2 -- NazO 2 + TiC12 -18.6 +0.9
b. ZNaCI + Ti+ TiO 2 + I/Z0 z = NazTiO3+TiCI 2 -47 -3Z
(Z) TiCI z 40 z + TiO z + CI 2 _06.z -i03. Z
(3) Ti-_ Cl?, = TiC1 z -97 -79
Armour Research Foundation ii8)
Evidence of t,taniu,ndichloride - A diffraction pattern from
scraping of a specir_en corroded by a low-melting chloride saltmixture
(LiC1-KC1 eutectic) _.ontained :hree lines which were in agreement with
the strongest lines for TiC1Z.
A-3
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Effect of stress on pure t_tanium in an atmosphere generally
conducive to a.lloy crackin_ - Stress corrosion cra_:king was not
observed in unalloyed titanium. (Asirriilar study was conducted by
MRL with similar resu!ts using sea-salt as ._he attacking agent. )
Corrosion was not intergranular, but appeared to be more of a
general nature with the occasional production of craters. Penetra-
tion in unalloyed titanium was several times greater for stressed
specimen's than for unstressed specimens.
Effect of anodizin_ - Anodizing affords Ti-6A1-4V little or
no protection. Both freshly pickled and anodized bend specimens
were exposed to 800°F for 48 hr in the presence of the following
s_its: LiC1-SBKC1, NaC1-49MgCl_, LiG1-34. gNaG1, KC1-70.5BaCI_,
and NaC1. Although the anodized films had an e_pected life of i. 8
years from the standpoint of dissolution, a considerable amount of
penetration occurs making it evident that the film prote:tion was lost
by direct reaction with the salt. All of the above salt_ caused stress
corrosion cracking.
Solubility of protective titania films in salt - TiO2. protective
films are dissolved by chloride salts. -_ar_ou_ _hicknesses of oxide
films were anodized onto Ti-6A1-4V and were subsequently dissolved
^ o o
into a chloride salt at temperatures between 8u0 F and t050 F. The
resulting amount of dissolution of oxide into the salt was measured
and with this data, diffusion coefficients at 800, 850, 900, 950, and
1000°F were determined to fit the equation
_Z = 0.613 Dt+ C
where
t = time
D = diffusion coefficient
= decrease in the oxide film thickness,
and C = constant at each temperature.
It was proposed that, after the film elimination, NaC1 reacts electro- _.
chemically to form TiCl_ which disproportionates to form the tri- and
tetrachlorides. These would depress the rr.eltingpoint of the salt
layer adjacent to the metal to form a liquid salt mixture. The
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corrosion rate is proportional to the amount of fused salt present.
M. E. Straumauis and Associates (ii through 14)
M. E. Straumanis and his co-workers found that titanium cor-
rodes quickly in the presence of air and molten chlorides. When the
oxygen concentration reaches 6.2 w/o, the surface layer breaks off and
dissolves in the melt. This mechanism of the formatlon of pyrosols
(Ti + TiO in molten chlorides ) continues as new surfaces of titaniumZ
are exposed to liquid salt and oxygen. Progressively less corrosion
occurs in K_ Na, and Li chloride melts.
Straumanis has suggested (i9) that a similar phenomenon occars
in dry salt corrosion of titanium alloys.
Crucible Steel Company of America (8)
Thermodynamic considerations - The free energy changes for
all of the reactions thought to be pertinent to this investigation were cal-
culated for reactions of titanium with oxygen, chlorine, sodium chloride
and titaoium dioxide were calculated and graphed.
Role of acidic oxides in the absence of oxygen - Salt corrosion
can be induced in the absence of oxygen if a reducible oxide is present.
A mixture of TiO atldNaCI was welded in a one-inch thick block of
Ti-5AI-Z I/Z Sn _hat was subsequent£y rolled at 1800°F to i/4 inch and
held for i00 hr at 900eF. Sectioning of the piece then showed the
familiar corrosion product; however, an adjacent cavity (the control,
containing only NaCI) indicated that sodium chloride alone will not react
with titanium.
Presence of titanium monoxide - Titanium monoxide was
identif._.dby X-ray techniques. Itwas found generally in layers of
salt closest tu the rnetal surface. The following reactions may account
for the typical characteristics of the reaction product on exposure to
standard temperature and pressure:
TiC12 + (x + i)H20 = TiO'x HzO + ZHCI
TiO + (x+i) H20 = TiO 2.xH20 +H 2
Attempt to Identify Chlorine - Air was passed at a moderate
rate through a Vycor t,_becontaining a strip of titanium sheet coated
:_• A-5
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with sodium chloride. A tube furnace was used to heat the materials
to about IZ00°F. Chlorine was detected in the exit gas passed through
a gas washing bottle containing potassium iodide. The color o£ liber-
ated iodine intensifiedas the run progressed. Since control experiments
were apparently not run here, however, one cannot be sure that the
oxygen itself did not liberate the iodine.
Effect of air current - The formation of corrosion product
is not altered by the direction of air flow. In a 65 hr test at 900°F,
with an air flow of Z000 ml/minute being passed over a typica[tcorrosion
blister the formation of the corrosion product radiated concentrically
about the salt, irrespective of the direction of wind velocity. This re-
sultwas confirmed using inclined samples. Specimens suspended in a
furnace for long periods of time showed greater attack at the top of the
sample, however.
Evidence of a _aseous or vapor phase - Samples of titanium
alloys were held above but not in direct contact with (a) mixtures of
sodium chloride, titanium, and titani_m dioxide, (b) mixtures of sodium
chloride and titanium dioxide, and (c) sodium chloride for Z4 hr at
iZ00°F and 65 hr at 900°F. Samples above (a) and (b) suffered the
greatest attack as indicated by the amount of corrosion product on the
surface of the sample. Samples above {c) did not show much greater
attack than the samples exposed to air alove under the same conditions.
Effect of cblorine - Chlorine can cause stress corrosion
cracking in the absence of air. Strzps of Ti-iZ Zr-YAI were bent into
rings, stressing them beyond the yield point; they cracked on exposureo
for a few minutes at 500 F to air containing I% chlorine. The experi-
ment was repeated using In/0chlorine in argon, but the result was the
same in both cases, i.e., the formation of intergranular cracks.
Effect of "sensitizing" treatment on pure titanium - Commer-
ciallypure titanium and super-alpha alloys can be sensitized to both
aqueous stress corrosion cracking and to elevated temperature salt
attack. Annealing pure titanium for six hours at 1900-F and longer
caused failures in cr,mmercially pure titanium when stressed to 75 ksi
in 5% HCI. Vulnerability is believed to be associated with preferential ,-
alloy and impurity partitioning and beta grain coarsening. Ti-LZ Zr-7AI ._
alloy was made susceptible to the same conditions after exposure for four
hrs. at i900°F. As a corollary to this effect, improvad resistance to _;'
salt attack was obtained by laboratory processing at temperatures below _"
the reczystallization temperatures.
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Battelle /vlemor_al Institute (16)
This work was compiled as a state-of-the-art report for NASA
and refers to the most recent work done in the field of titanium stress
corrosion research. Some of the data in the report was compiled from
personal interviews atld some from unpublished reports.
Effect of the dilute chloride solutions - Intergranular corrosion
can be initiated from solutions containing as little as i00 ppm sodi,nn
chloride. In order to evaluate the effect of titanium exposure to chlorides
prior to hot forming and hot sizing operations, distilled water containing
t00, 200, 400, 600, or 1000ppm sodium chloride was applied tothe
surface of titanium sheet specimens. Coupoi.s 0. 032 x 1 x 12 in. were
bent in hoops having a Z 1/2 in. r_dius and were then subjected to air
exposures at i300°F for 1/2 hr.
The three alloys used in this study, Ti-7AI-IZCr, Ti-5A1-5Zr-Sn
and Ti-8Al-iMo-iV were all subject to cracking after the above treatment.
Salt concentration of the order of 400 ppm are found in the tap ,Tater in
San Diego.
Effect of oxy._en enriched surface? - Oxygen enrichment produces
multiple surface-cracking when titanium is lLeated in air at elevated tem-
peratures. Pratt and Whitney, along with their subcontractor shops,
have reported the formation of brittle surface layers as a result of heating.
The embrittlement was thought to be the result of interstitial absorption
and varies depending on the alloy.
Effect of mechanical vibration and/or moving air - The lack of
service failures imply that mechanical vibration and/or moving air may
significantly retard the corrosion reaction. Accurate information re-
garding the precise conditions to which titanium alloys have been subjected
in service is generally unavailable. A specific case, however, which is
an outstanding example of titanium durability is cited in the following
paragraph:
"There are no specialhandling precautions in assembling the
titanium compressor for the J93. Purple tints showing
oxidation are found after exposure. Often fingermarks are
outlined by the oxidation pattern. The vane received hot
compressor air for anti-icing control at roughly 900°F. The
velocity is of the order of i000 ft per sec. No failures have
been reported up to the present for this alloy under these severe
conditions."
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__ Effect of sea air exposure - Exposure to sea air is suf-
ficient to induce vulnerability to stress corrosion cracking. Samples
of titaniuzn alloys that were exposed to sea air at El Segundo Beach were
found to have the same vulnerability to cracking that specially salt
coated samples had at Douglas and McDonnell.
Effect of alloying - Alloying has a significant effect on the
resistance to cracking. Work done at the Langley Research Center (17)
and at the Douglas Aircraft Company (18) indicate a relative suscepti-
bility among the alloys. T.-4AI-3Mo-IV, Ti-13V-IICr-3AI, Ti-6AI-4V,
Ti-8Al-IMo-IV, and Ti-5AI-Z.5Sn have been found to be vulnerable to
stress corrosion cracking in that order. Under 100 ksi for 7000 hr at
550°F, Ti-4AI-3Mo-IV showed no embrittlement.
Effect of cyclin_ temperature - Cycling from a hot dry salt
environment to an aqueous room temperature bath does not eliminate
susceptibility to cracking. At Boeing Aircraft (Z3) the effect of cycling
bend specimens between a hot dry salt atmosphere at temperatures of
500, 550, and 600°F and a room temperature 3, 5°/0NaCI dip are being
made whe?e the cyclic period is 60 minutes and the total test time is
I00,9 hr. No failures have been reported at 40 ksi and 500°F while at
55C/9F one saznple failed in less than IG00 hr and the others showed
serious property deterioration.
Effect of ozone - Ozone is recognized, thermodynamically,
as bezng a greater threat iD a hot salt atmosphere than any other reactant
previously considered.
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